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MALMESBURY, WILTSHIRE

Malmesbury is a fine example of a Saxon fortified hilltop town dating from

approximately 600 AD which still retains its medieval road plan and

boundaries. Branches of the River Avon almost encircle the town, creating

a natural moat. The origins of its name are possibly derived from the

founding of a school by a celtic monk, Maildulph in the 7th Century. The

records show many different forms of the name - Maldubesberg,

Maldunesberg and Mealdumesburg are examples. The historian, William

of Malmesbury (1090+ - 1143) records the name Maldemesburuh,

associated with Aldhelm (639 - 709). It is one of the oldest boroughs in

England - the Charter originally granted by King Alfred in 880 AD (who

chose the town as the site for his "Burh" or stronghold to protect the south

against the Danes) and was confirmed by King Athelstan, the first King of

all England who held his court just outside the town. The present

Burgesses and Commoners of the Old Corporation are direct descendants

of the men living in Malmesbury over a thousand years ago to whom King

Athelstan gave some Common land (King's Heath) for their help in battle

against the Danes, land that is still passed down the generations

"Turf and Twig I give to thee, the same as Athelstan gave to me".

The growth of its Abbey led to further changes for Malmesbury, which are

well documented through a range of maps held in the Town's Athelstan.

Town Hall andAthelstan Museum

Museum. Apart from maps, the Athelstan contains displays on archaeology, coins, tokens, early bicycles, the

Malmesbury Branch Railway, Fire Service, plus local lace, costume prints, photographs, etc. It also contains

information relating to the Civil War and the philosopher, Thomas Hobbes, (1588-1679) who taught Charles II

mathematics but whose heterodox religious views caused him to flee for his life on several occasions. The

Museum forms part of the Town Hall and overlooks the Cross Hayes (the word "Hayes" meaning "common")

and this was the Market Place from Saxon times until the 1950's. It is recorded that on the occasion of Queen

Victoria's Diamond Jubilee the entire area was filled with tables and benches and the whole town sat down to

dine.
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Mid 18th C. four man Fire Pump which last attended a fire in the town in the mid 19th C takes pride of place in

the museum.

At the south east corner of Cross Hayes is Silver Street -

so called because it housed the Mint in the 1 lth and

12th Centuries. At the further end of Silver Street the

Back Hill steps mark the position of the old town wall;

and in St. John's Street, nearer the river, there survive

some old high pavements, an early attempt to keep

parishioners' feet from the flood waters. Between St.

John's Street and the river one finds the Courthouse of

the Old Corporation - the meeting place of the Old

Corporation since the year 1616. This area also

contains the recently restored almshouses of the Order

of St. John of Jerusalem, built in 1704. St. John's was

one of three hospitals in the medieval period.

The ancient Abbey was founded by St. Adhelm in the 7th century as a Benedictine monastery. It was built by

the Normans and completed around 1180 AD, the south porch having been decorated by the best sculptors of

that period. Its tower once surpassed that of Salisbury and the Abbey became a famous European centre of

scholarship and learning. It is now but one third its original size, the magnificently vaulted nave becoming the

parish church after Henry VIII's dissolution of the monasteries in 1539.
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It still contains four volumes from

a beautifully illustrated manuscript

bible dating from 1407. The

Abbey also contains the tomb of

King Athelstan, grandson of King

Alfred, although it is not known

exactly where his body lies in

Malmesbury. In the churchyard

one may find the grave of the first

British aeronaut - Elmer - a monk

from the Abbey who in 1010 made

himself a pair of wings and

launched himself from the West

Tower.

He "flew" some 200 yards before falling and breaking both his legs. He attributed his lack of success to the fact

that he had failed to make a tail! He reputedly lived to enjoy a healthy old age.

Malmesbury was well-known for its woollen trade during

the 13th and 14th centuries, with eight mills on the river

side to power its machinery. With the decline in the wool

trade, lace and silk became the basis of the town's

prosperity, and many of its fine buildings date back to the

18th century. The 1990's saw it become the manufacturing

base for James Dyson's revolutionary cleaner and whilst the

employment is welcomed, plans for a major expansion of

the plant are a cause for concern.

One cannot speak of Malmesbury and its history without

making mention of the Market Cross which is situated at

the top of the High Street. It is an octagonal stone covered

market place built around 1490 - a canopied cross -

described by the historian John Leland as "curiously vaulted

for poore market folkes to stand dry when the rayne

commith". It is one of the most ornate examples of its type

in the country.
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REPORT ON OUR VILLAGE DESIGN STATEMENT SEMINAR - 22 JANUARY 2000

In the Sidmouth edition of ASHTAV News - Winter 1998 - our Director, Jo Rose, looked back on the yearjust gone

and reflected that it had been one of mixed messages. However, she reported that there was one very positive item to

emerge, and that was the success of the Countryside Commission's Village Design Statement initiative. At that time over

two hundred had been, or were, in the process of preparation and publication. The initiative had been backed up with

changes to PPGs 1 and 7 which gave new credence to design as a material consideration in planning decisions. Jo also

reported that throughout the country, one hundred and eighty five local authorities were actively supporting the

preparation of these documents.

It gave Jo great pleasure to announce that one of the newest VDS in existence was that prepared by the residents of

Welford on Avon, who had successfully used it at Appeal within days of its publication. Perhaps it is as well for us to

reiterate the text on its cover - "Helping to manage long term change - not prevent it".

Although by January 2000, Jo sadly no longer occupied the Director's chair, she gladly agreed to travel to Malmesbury

to introduce Ashtav members to the concept - and the pitfalls - of preparing their own VDS, with the proviso that we

endeavoured to ensure that two, but preferably three, or more, members of any Society or Parish Council were in

attendance, in order that they should be able to make best use of the information available In the event four Societies

sent one representative - Campden, Painswick, Towcester and Wotton-under-Edge. Five sent two representatives -

Cirencester, Fairford, Ross-on-Wye, Newent and Somerford Keynes Parish Council. Four sent three representatives -

Community First Devizes, Corsham, Sherston, and Stow. Two sent four representatives - Buckingham and Henley-in-

Arden, whilst the local District Council, North Wiltshire, sent six representatives! A grand total of forty-three delegates!

As ever, Annabell Walker served generous portions of a delicious lunch and choice of sweets. Very necessary in view of

the intensity of Jo's workshop - as she gave the day her all, so she expected everyone else to be similarly motivated!

The first key tip of which I was aware was the overriding necessity of attracting as wide a range of local participants as

possible. How may one achieve this? Certainly not by mentioning the unmentionable word "PLANNING"* One

group of which she knew overcame the problem by relying on two human failings - greed (the getting something for

nothing mentality) and curiosity. A hall was booked well in advance and a prominent notice was displayed across the

village street. Residents noted a particular date. The next week the venue was disclosed; to be followed a week or

two later by "Free tea and cakes". The day dawned and the hall was packed - and prior to serving the tea and cakes

the real aim of the exercise was explained. The importance of involving the younger age groups was another point Jo

emphasized. Again, she was aware that one town had equipped a group of teenagers with a camcorder and with this

they had recorded the buildings, trees and open spaces which were important in their eyes. In larger villages and

towns perhaps it would be an advantage to involve the local Photographic Society, Arts Club, A level Art Students to

contribute their skills and add to the originality of the final document.

Funding for the Village Design Statement has to be considered and organised. The early expenses of hall hire, photo

graphic film plus developing charges and paper/post-its, are not high, but the costs of printing the finished document

may be. Many VDS are produced to a very high professional standard - but Jo was at pains to point out that it is

possible to distill the essence of a town or village onto a couple of sheets of A4, a fairly inexpensive enterprise.

However, it should also be borne in mind that it is a document which one hopes will not only be adopted as Supple

mentary Planning Guidance in the Local Plan, but should be "owned" by the village/town and therefore a copy dis

tributed to every household.

So far I am aware that both the Buckingham and Henley-in-Arden groups have responded to the challenge and their

VDS are well advanced. They deserve our congratulations. Do please write to let us know if you have been able to

launch a similar project to protect your backyard.

Jo Rose has been travelling to the States and Italy, but if neighbouring villages, or a more major market town and its

satellite settlements, wanted to benefit from her hands-on approach, she would be willing to organise a workshop

locally for a reasonable sum which could be shared equitably between the participating groups.

Village Design Statement Information Packs

should be requested from the Countryside Agency

Tel: 01242 521381
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SYNOPSIS OF THE AGM 2000 - WOTTON*UNDER*EDGE

In the absence of our Chairman (he had reluctantly had to agree that the necessity of his travelling to

Scotland by air that day precluded him from undertaking his duties in Wotton) his wife, Mandy

Weston very ably took the chair on his behalf. Our Treasurer, Ray Green, reported that our overall

turnover had been reduced from £30k to £1 Ik due in the main to the loss of DETR funding. In these

circumstances, Edward Weston suggested that members should consider the way forward and

following comment from the floor it was decided the Association should continue as an independent

organisation. It was, however, agreed members would discuss various issues in greater detail after

lunch. Both Tony Wood and Mrs. Daphne Wyatt of the Ross-on-Wye Society offered to join the

Committee and were warmly welcomed and it was agreed the Committee would meet within a month

Following the lectures of both Ian Washbrook and Mark Thomas-Collins, the delicious aroma from

the kitchen drew us to Annabell Walker's Chicken Tai Curry (plus scrummy chocolate dessert!). In

deference to our hosts (the new Hall of the United Church) we refrained from serving wine, thirsts

being quenched with fruit juice and aqua libra. A fly on the wall would not have been aware of this

break with tradition - conversation flowed freely - and no driver needed to fear a flashing blue light on

the journey home.

Some still clutching coffee cups, we reassembled in the round to discuss the Association's options. In

this we werejoined by a guest from CPRE Avonside Transport Group, Anton Buckoke, whose

contribution was welcomed as it was his first experience of an ASHTAV Seminar and we were

interested to hear that as a visitor he would have felt the day to be extremely good value had he paid

£20! He felt the quality of speakers and subject matter outstanding and was adamant that we should

not be shy of asking our members for £15 for such an opportunity - £20 for non-members.

All agreed both the magazine (in paper form) and Seminars were a core service to members (the latter

must, in future, show a profit, if only £10, we need 25/30 delegates to achieve this). Whilst realising

the distances involved could be off-putting - a point made by Alice Page who had travelled from Swith-

land in Leicestershire, Mr. & Mrs. Gardner had also undertaken a longjourney from Beaminster. In

2001, meetings were planned for Henley-in-Arden, Thame and Buckingham - which should favour

attendance by those of our members living in Middle England whilst continuing to draw those from the

southern counties.

Tony Wood, Clerk to Sherston Parish Council, believed "ASHTAV News" alone justified the subscrip

tion and questioned whether these should be increased? It was suggested some Amenity Societies may

find any increase difficult to meet, but Parish and Town Councils might be more aware of the reality of

the costs involved? Gill Smith reminded everyone of the point made some years ago by our then

Administrator, David Arnold, who having analysed our outgoings had presented figures which proved

that the subscriptions paid did not entirely cover our costs of production and postage - he did not wish

to hear of new friends as each one would only increase the losses we made!! Obviously this situation

needs to be addressed by the Committee. A modest increase could alter this untenable situation and

Tony Wood suggested an approach should be made to the Association of Local Councils as he felt sure

there were many Parishes like his own who would find ASHTAV had much to offer them.

At the Committee Meeting John Alexander was elected Chairman with Edward Weston as his Vice

Chair. Ray Green (who awaits a new hip) retired as Treasurer and Tony Wood offered to carry out

this function. Daphne Wyatt kindly offered the willing hands of both herself and husband Richard

to undertake the mailing of newsletters. The other members welcomed their practical assistance.
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IAN WASHBROOK, B.Sc.Hons., T.P., M.A.Dip.Urban Design, MRTPI.

"HOW URBAN DESIGN CAN DELIVER SUSTAINABILITY"

The next edition of ASHTAV News will contain a full report on the immensely interesting lecture which

Ian Washbrook delivered at Wotton. Ian's first professional qualification was in the field of Planning.

Having worked within various Planning Departments, he undertook farther studies at Oxford Brookes

University, emerging with a degree in Urban Design. He has been employed as Team Leader for

Historic Environment with the South Gloucestershire Authority for the past three years, working within

their Forward Planning Department. Being on the Northern Fringe of Bristol, South Gloucestershire has

perhaps suffered more than most from unattractive 1980s housing development with built-in car

dependency. They are to be congratulated on having the foresight to realise the benefits that could

accrue to their area by the additional control implemented on future development - each site the

subject of a detailed scoping exercise and design brief.

Ian described Urban Design as "the art of making places for people" and the title of his talk "?Double

the Figures?" may have caused a few hearts to flutter in trepidation. Apparently that was the case in

Marshfield when Parish Councillors leamt that it was proposed a site in their village should provide a

mixed development of eighty-eight dwellings instead of the forty-four for which permission had

originally been requested! Ian managed to compress an immense amount of information into his

hour's presentation, but we, his listeners, were only too well aware of how much more information we

could have gleaned had there been double or treble the time available to question and explore the

many facets which required consideration. In fact, such was Gill Smith's interest that Ian was in danger

of being kidnapped. Had it been possible, he would have been delivered, duly boxed and gift-

wrapped, to various authorities in her vicinity!! Our March edition will feature Wotton-under-Edge

when we will endeavour to do full justice to Ian's lecture.

MARK THOMAS-COLLINS - "DOWNWITH DIOXINS"

A talk on the waste disposal possibilities of treatment by PYROLYSIS was given by Mark Thomas-

Collins of Ecological Power International (EPI) Ltd. Wiltshire County Council and West Wiltshire

District Council have recently given planning permission for Mark's company to set up a Pyrolysis

treatment plant on the West Wilts Trading Estate at Westbury. (Interest- ingly, the Environment

Agency expressed concerns prior to the permission being granted, although Blue Circle Cement, just

down the road, have been allowed to burn rubber tyres in their incinerator.)

Pyrolysis has long been recognised as one of the most promising solutions to a wide range of problems

associated with the disposal of waste, but previous attempts to harness the technology as a practical

and viable process have failed. Many authorities regularly refer to Pyrolysis in the same category as

furnaces and incinerators - there is, in fact, no similarity between the processes - apart from the fact

that all can claim to reduce the bulk of the waste by 70% . Furnaces and incinerators openly burn all

manner of waste at high temperatures producing large quantities of dust, soot and other undesirable

products, which are subse-quently dispersed over increasingly large areas, through ever taller

chimneys or exhaust

stacks, with fears growing as to the long term effects to public health of dioxins, etc. Pyrolysis, in

simple terms, is the application of heat to a substance in order to cause decomposition. The process

takes place in an enclosed chamber in an atmosphere of zero or limited oxygen - as such it can only be

regarded as a good neighbour by the local population and thereby eliminate the need to transport

waste products over medium to long distances. The next edition ofASHTAVNews will contain a full

report of Mark Thomas-Collins' lecture.

Acknowledgement:

Both the speakers at Wotton were family men with a need to spend Saturdays with their offspring. In

Mark's case, having agreed to speak, he realised that it was his son's tenth birthday and he had promised

a celebratory trip to the cinema with a group offriends. We remain very grateful to them both for giving

so generously of their time, energy and expertise.
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DATES FOR YOUR MARIES - FUTURE EVENTS 1OOI

lOn.)I" FEBRUARY ARDEN LAWN SCHOOL, STRATFORD ROAD, HENLEY-IN-ARDEN - All

meals included - £45

♦14 places available - do booh early to avoid disappointment. Syllabus to

cover -

HOW TO SWITCH ONf PLUS - word processing; e-mail; scanning pictures

and text; picture manipulation; internet; desktop publishing; making your

own website; excel for accounts and - what to buy - an adequate computer

can be purchased for £150.

Two computer laboratories available, plus two tutors, plus two members

experienced in computing to act as classroom assistants. Roll up, roll up,

what more could an aspiring IT user wish! Booking form enclosed - please

copy and circulate amongst your members - list of B&Bs included

(Correction - 23 places available - I Intend to produce the next edition in half the time and minus expletives!)

11" HAY THE BARN CENTRE, THANE. ••THE EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE" - NICHAEL

DOWER -

SECRETARY GENERAL to the EUROPEAN COMMISSION FOR THE VILLAGE AND

SHALL TOWN

Please note the revised date - our hosts - Thame Town Council

18* AUGUST SUNHER PARTY - AT THE HOHE OF OUR CHAIRHAN, JOHN ALEXANDER, THE

OLD RECTORY,

GREAT HASELEY, OXFORDSHIRE, (south west of Thame on the A319) "?

Build an Ark or ....1" Quest Speaker - Dr Julie Davis/Brian Hughes of the

Environment Agency

£th OCTOBER AGM - Date and venue to be confirmed - Our hosts - The Buckingham Society

OUARRY AND OUAKER CHAPEL SAFARI, CORSHAH. We were well aware that

last year's events had a short lead-in time. At the request of our members

in Upton-on-Severn this visit is to be repeated - and we will if possible

arrange for the visit to coincide with that of the Regional Furniture

Association. More information when date is agreed.

We would ask that you note all the dates of meetings in your own diary and also copy this list and

circulate details of our meetings to the rest of your members via your newsletter or library

noticeboard. We look forward to seeing you. A simplified booking form for the year - listing

each event - is enclosed for your use
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111 W 111 MEMBER QUERY 111 111 111

In October last year we received a copy of a letter sent by Whitby Town Council to the RtHon. Hilary Armstrong MP at the

Department of the Environment which was headed "Public Consultation Documents and Stripping Of Assets9'.

The letter was forwarded to us as the Council would be glad to know if other towns or villages have similar concerns - particularly

as regards the latter subject - stripping of assets. However, the first matter may also be of interest to our members, and we

therefore copy their letter in full.

"The residents of Whitby received a copy of Scarborough Borough Council's Best Value Performance Plan 2000/2001: Part 1.

which informed the public under consultation on page 30 that further reading is "Consultation Strategy and SMSR Final Report".

Whitby Town Council asked for a copy of the SMSR Final Report and was sent a summary. Following a further request for a full

report we were told it would cost approximately £25.00 to copy, which my members agreed to, but we were then informed that the

summary was a public document - the other parts were not public but for officers use. Although we wrote again asking for a full

copy we were told it was approximately 300 pages and would be made available for anyone wishing to see it in the Northern Area

Office or Town Hall in Scarborough. After a further request for the document, Scarborough Borough Council finally informed us

that they had ordered a copy from SMSR Consultants in Hull which duly arrived, followed a couple of days later by an invoice which

Scarborough Borough Council forwarded to us from SMSR for £500.00 + VAT (reports which would have cost a few pounds to

copy). I did contact the Director of Corporate Services at Scarborough Borough Council querying the invoice, Mr. Barton agreed

to speak to SMSR who have agreed to let us have the reports for half price.

Although my members find the report very useful and informative, as in this case they give a snapshot of resident's views of the

Council's Services and service delivery, they do feel that reports of this type should be free of charge (or an amount to cover the

cost of copying) not the large sum of money invoiced to us for information on accountability which is everyone's right as in this

instance within Whitby.

My members are also very concerned at the number of assets within Whitby that have been and are still being sold off or stripped

by the Borough Council with very little or no income being put back into the town and would ask if there is any legislation to

prevent this happening to towns and villages, especially historic one's like Whitby. I look forward to hearing your comments in the

near future. Yours etc. Clerk & Civic Officer"

John Bishton of the Bruton Society and a Committee Member responded with his comments, but please contribute yours:

The issues arising appear to be: a) the accessibilty of a document prepared for a higher tier of Council

b) decision making about the status of a Summary

c) Exclusion of the public from the full material

d) The prohibitive cost of duplication

e) Asset stripping by the higher council

a) the Councillor representing the town might have clarified the intentions of the commissioners, but was perhaps unaware of its

commissioning. Need to question councillors' agreement to its being a restricted document/the decision on its future availability

by the Chairman of the relevant Committee at the time of its commissioning and whether a Standing Order covers this matter?

b) Who commissioned the Summary and what was its status?

c) The Home Secretary has recently changed his views about the availability of information. It remains to be seen whether a

revised Freedom of Information Bill/Act will cover this area.

d) the auditors of both Councils could be asked for their views about the various levels of charge and their justification.

e) "Asset Stripping" is a contentious issue and appears to arise whenever there are massive organisational changes, as, for

instance, in the change of status of institutions of higher education and hospitals. Much will depend on the asset*. Expert advice

on the subject should be available from the Yorkshire Association of Local Councils, who will employ a solicitor. The other issues

concerning availability of information may be important to other members and be considered "campaigning issues" for the

ASHTAV Committee to consider.

* The assets include shipyard site; small pockets of land: Council offices; factory units; housing stock
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HUMAN RIGHTS ACT: HIGH COURT RESERVES JUDGEMENT

The following information, supplied to me by a Transport 2000 colleague, may be of interest to members.

High Court reserves judgement on Prescott Planning powers:

News from Press Association: Last updated: 16:53 Tuesday 5th December 2000

The High Court has reserved judgement on whether or not the "calling in" of planning applications by

Deputy Prime Minister, John Prescott is "incompatible" with the new Human Rights Act.

Mr. Prescott was at the centre of four test cases in his role as Secretary of State for the Environment,

Transport and the Regions through which he currently has power to intervene and decide the fate of

planning proposals.

During the five-day hearing it was argued that the Environment Secretary was now disqualified from

doing* so by the 1998 Human Rights Act because his intervention would deprive interested parties of "a

fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal".

Lord Justice Tuckey, sitting in London with Mr. Justice Harris said the court hoped to give its ruling

before Christmas. In the first case, motor salvage company Holding & Barnes was seeking to overturn the

Environment Secretary's decision to call in a planning application to use 10 hectares for the parking and

storage of damaged cars, and to hold car auctions, on Canvey Island, Essex.

The second case involved Alconbury Developments, where there are proposals for building warehouses on

Alconbury Airfield, Cambridgeshire, which is Ministry of Defence land. The MOD has entered into a

profit-sharing arrangement with the developers, and the Government, therefore, has a financial interest in

the outcome of a planning appeal.

The developers, concerned that legal challenges could be brought under the Human Rights Act, are

themselves asking the court to declare that the appeal and inquiry procedures do not breach the law.

The third, case involves developers Premier Leisure (UK) and the Environment Secretary's decision to call

in plans for a public sports and leisure centre in Essex.

The fourth case, in which the Environment Secretary is the applicant, raises the question whether

compulsory purchase proceedings, stemming from a road improvement scheme at the junction of the A34

and M4 are compatible with the Human Rights Act.

My apologies are tendered to both the Buckingham, and sherlngham. societies., in the new feature oeu

Miscellany of Local News gleaned from Members' Newsletters a -page -failed to reach the prater and

B»uctei,i/tg ham's new bridge was. stated to be of benefit to sherlngham's baskets!! No frizes, for noticing

that howler. The precis of both society's Newsletters Is Ivicluded In this edition, along with news of both

and the sld vale Association - plus updates received from, various Societies since October Q.000.

Please remember to place ASHTAv, ±, Post office Lane, Corsham, Wiltshire, sn±3 ort) oia, your list of

addresses for circulation of Newsletters - please!
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MISCELLANY OF LOCAL NEWS GLEANED FROM MEMBERS' NEWSLETTERS

Thanks are due to the Buckingham Society for their Newsletter No: 1999/2. From this we note a lack of

enthusiasm for THAT new bridge built over the Great Ouse. Firstly it is constructed of metal, not wood as

are all the others, and it is a very bright blue! Although of benefit to those living in Tudor Meadows, it is

also deplored for its very high railings - not the place to play Pooh sticks it seems. There is concern at the

outcome of the "Milton Keynes Study" undertaken by Llewelyn-Davies & Assoc. for seven authorities, to

examine the potential for growth around that new town, Buckingham being one of the towns singled out for

expansion. The Society believes a substantial investment in infrastructure will be needed if the growth is to

be sustainable. The Society are well ahead with their plan to produce a Design Statement to assist in

managing the inevitable changes to their town. Also reported are two long-awaited events on which the

Society has campaigned -

■ the Old Town Hall clock will work again and no longer stand at 10.53

■ work on the Bullring is scheduled for completion by September

Millennium projects: Buckingham are fortunate that a leading international authority on maps, particularly

old maps, Rodney Shires, lives in the town and has proposed to the Town Council that St. Rumbold's Well

should be preserved. The Royal Commission Report of 1913 states that the stone structure dates from

1623 and was at that time in "fairly good" condition. Arrangements are in hand to seek the formal listing of

the Well, as the site in High Acres field is scheduled for housing development. The second project

proposed by Carolyn Cumming and John Townsend was the planting of a small beech wood on the

southern bank of the Great Ouse which has been warmly received by both the Town Council and residents.

The Bruton Trust also forwarded their newsletter of April 1999. From this we learn that work has been

carried out to footpaths in the vicinity and rights of way have been agreed so it is now possible to walk right

around this attractive small town without fear of trespass! The Tolbury Mill site, the subject of a special

article in the last edition of Ashtav News, is addressed but other improvements in Bruton's townscape also

come in for an especial mention. A subcommittee of the Trust will be presenting tokens to three owners of

properties who have either refurbished, or extended, their homes with particular care and craftsmanship.

The Sid Vale Association's newsletter of July 1999, is as interesting as ever, the Conservation and

Planning Section indicative of why Sidmouth is such a gem. They had noticed that part of a wall built by

the SVA had been demolished and re-erected inside the old boundary as a safety precaution,.during work

to the new Byes Cycle Track. However, it had been faced with stone, not flint to match the original and the

Society were pleased to report that the District Council had arranged to have the stone facing removed and

replaced with flint. There was concern at the works South West Water were instigating for new sewage

treatment. Leading Counsel's Opinion had been sought and judicial review the next step. On a lighter and

more pleasant note an article on the Manor Pavilion Theatre put forward a plea that Sidmouth's famous

sons and daughters should be commemorated in performances there. Two musical and two drama

societies, not to mention dance schools and youth theatre, provide plenty of talent - we wish them well.

Brian Callaway reports his concern for Sidmouth's Woodlands & Estates as the new sewage piplines run

through The Byes. Gilchrist Field - purchased by the SVA three years earlier - is to become a wildflower
meadow once "the works" are completed.

Sheringham Preservation Society's Winter Newsletter celebrated a highly successful summer season at

the Old Lifeboat Station which they man as a museum. Their Chairman reported a total of over £6,000

donated during the five months! At a November meeting a list was compiled of winter tasks - repairs,

spring-cleaning, etc. - and the old photographs are to be restored and copied. A series of postcards and

historical booklets relating to the HRU are to be produced. As a Millennium project, spring bulbs, flowering

shrubs and Scots Pines are to be planted outside the High School in the verge and £550 is to be donated to

the Council for a standard for flower baskets. It was also decided that any member aged over 90 should

receive honorary membership of the Society! Members had been campaigning to save Sheringham House

from demolition. They maintain it is in good repair and an alternative use, possibly a Hospice, should be

pursued for this ex-Convalescent Home. Sheringham is rife with alarming rumours regarding Budgens and

Tesco. The former were alleged to be negotiating to buy the freight yard which serves the Steam Railway
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Station at Sheringham but no formal planning application had been made. Two other agencies, one

representing Tesco, were alleged to be preparing to buy up land including a Fire Station, Community

Centre, the Lockerbie flats and other private properties. Members are warned to keep their ears to the

ground and write to the local press. The year 2000 is Sheringham P.S's 21st Anniversary and they plan to
compile a list of all the buildings in Sheringham and surrounding district which they feel are worthy of pro

tection.

Here ends the reprint of member news omitted from our last journal

The Buckingham Society's Newsletters 2000/3 and 2000/4 are again beautifully illustrated with drawings

by Dennis G. Osborne. The first concern to be tackled is that of attracting new blood to the Executive

Committee - a problem shared by almost every Society. The future of the Buckingham Courthouse is

discussed at length and various suggestions made for a continued useful life if it should be closed. How

ever, warning voices can be heard suggesting that its closure would cause extra journeys and hardship to

those who are travel deprived. Local police presence following the proposed closure of the town centre

Police Station also raises concerns which are countered by their Superintendent's confirmation that 21st
century communication systems will ensure that there is no increase in town centre crime rates - he in fact

reports considerable percentage decreases for the previous two month period. The Society's Millennium

Project regarding St. Rumbold's Well has been successful and they now have a formal scheduling docu

ment dated 11 February 2000. It is two pages long and adds much to their knowledge of its history. It

ends with the statement that "St. Rumbold's Well is one of the principal features of the historic town of

Buckingham, being the last visible feature of the cult of the saint which was instrumental in the development

of the town's economy and position in the medieval period"

The Society maintain that the Developer's

obligations at Tudor Meadows should be met,

plus the unsightly and potentially hazardous

concrete bridge carrying a sewer pipe across

the Great Ouse in the heart of the town be

removed, prior to permission being granted

for work to proceed on a new site. A plea is

also made for the removal of modern redbrick

chimneys which detract from the appearance

of the historic Old Gaol - but do others in the

town agree?

The difficulties experienced by the District

Council in ensuring that David Wilson Homes

fulfil their contrac- tural obligations in respect

of "planning gain" on the Tudor Meadows site

is highlighted and the Society are even more indignant on finding a notice to the effect that the developer is

going to build yet more "executive homes" on part of Mount Pleasant.

There are four pages of comment on the evidence which the Society contributed to the District Plan Inquiry.

They engaged a consultant to argue their case against the Tingewick Road propo- sal for 450 houses, but

limited resources meant the Wharf Road and Portfields proposals, the first for a large DIY warehouse and

the second for further housing and feeder road were handled by members of the Committee.

Lichfield Civic Society's Newsletters give their members a thorough report of the talks presented by two

recent speakers - the Town Centre Manager to Wolverhampton MBC, Ken Mackie, and Ian Thompson,

their District Planning Officer, who in dealing with the generally poor quality of residential design, covered

what he saw as the main constraints - the major one being that in the past it was dominated by the need to

accommodate not people but cars. To such an extent that the views of highway engineers assumed an

importance out of all proportion to their relevance - standardised, rigid highway design resulting in over-

engineered, but cheap to maintain roads. The Planners did not escape criticism either - too content to let

mediocre schemes obtain planning permission. He identified the design "low point" as 1979 when Nicholas

Ridley published his infamous DoE Circular 1/80 - which effectively told planners not to involve themselves
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in seeking to control building and estate design. John Glimmer's arrival in the 1990s heralded a return to

the aim of good design that related new development to its surroundings, local identity again seen as

important - a message that has been endorsed by the Labour administration, coupled with the need for

greater sustainability in terms of design, access to transport, mixed use, higher density. The Lichfield

Society left with much hope that residential development was at last moving out of the Dark Ages towards

a brave new world of quality design.

In 1991, Ken Mackie was the eighth town manager to be engaged in the country - there are now 300! A

comparison was drawn between the total control which out-of-town shopping centres can exert, to the

problem of coercing the various bodies operating in a traditional town centre. The first major task Is to get

them all pulling in the same direction, at the same time. Interestingly, on the subject of pedestrianisation,

Ken Mackie had one answer - it works if it is operated fully and given time to prove itself - traffic free towns

are the future. Semi-pedestrianisation he believes to be the worst of all worlds.

The proposal to remodel Lichfield Civic Hall continues to be a major concern to the Society. They regret

the abandonment of any form of art gallery and feel the authorities are inflexible. These concerns have

now been extended to the rebuilding of the Arts Centre. The design appears even more strange (six large

ventilators in the roof) and again there is no adequate marketing strategy.

Newent Civic Society issued a special Newsletter last August to draw members attention to the District

Local Plan Review. All relevant procedurers, dates and guidance are clearly set out and members re

quested to inform the Society's Special Committee to ensure their response really reflects local views. The

October Newsletter urges members to offer to stand for the Committee and there is encouragement with

the provision of a Committee Nomination Form 2000-2001!

Their June book sale raised £80.81 towards Society funds and a further History and Architecture Walk took

place over the August Bank Holiday weekend and raised a further £16. A new Town Guide is being pro

duced and there was to be a Millennium Planting Work Party at Newent Lake on the 14th October. The
Minutes of the AGM 1999 were also circulated, a member expressing concern that a new organisation had

emerged - Townscape Newent Project - did the town really need three organisations, the Society, TNP

and the Millennium Trust?

The Sid Vale Association produce an excellent, well illustrated, newsletter in July and November, plus an

Annual Report in April. That most successful of organisations has also had to deal with the problem of

finding key replacements on their Committees, the first being their Museum Curator who needs ninety

volunteers to keep the Heritage Centre open eleven times a week from Easter to October. More leaders

are needed to ensure the Guided Town Strolls continue to take place. A new Editor is required for their

Newsletters and someone to replace a long-serving member of the Conservation & Planning Committee

who has tendered his resignation.

The aptly named Ross Meadows explains why members should consider including a bequest to the SVA in

their will, as more funds are needed to enable the Association to purchase key greenfield areas to protect

them from unwanted development - a double page map of Sidmouth identifies six sites, apart from Hope

Cottage their Museum A lengthy lament by SVA Life Member, Peter Wide, tells the convoluted planning

history, in rhyme, of the South West Water sewage treatment scheme and the newsletter ends with an

article outlining the population explosion of Budleigh Salterton, Sidmouth and Seaton from 1846 - many of

whom came to die and twenty years on have clean forgotten why they came! It ends by denouncing the

monstrous carbuncles of the 1960s and suggests that the best way to celebrate the Millennium would have

been to drop a bomb on the Rolle Flats! I guess that each and every one of our members could identify a

local target for a controlled explosion!
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MEETINGTHE CHALLENGES OFTHE 21st CENTURY

The Countryside Agency have recently issued a document entitled "England's Market Towns - Meeting the

Challenge of the 21st Century". The front cover features a wonderful aerial view of Much Wenlock in

Shropshire (supplied by Skyscan Balloon Photography). There is a definition of what is meant by the term

Market Town - populations of between 2,000 and 20,000 - of which they are 1,000 in England; the Countryside

Agency's vision for the future of market towns and their role as focal points for comprehensive local transport

networks; access for training, employment, and other services. They wish to provide a national framework for

market town revitalisation that others can follow.

Eighteen small towns across the Yorkshire and Humber Region are the focus of a pilot initiative funded by the

Countryside Agency and Yorkshire Forward - the two agencies are working closely together to develop a

community-led approach. There are others in Devon, Rutland, Co.Durham and Cambridge.

Action for Market Towns' Chief Executive, Linda Douglas, identifies loss of services due to centralisation, out-

of-town shopping, plus car parking and traffic congestion as obstacles to prosperity.

We have been in touch with Deborah Cassell of the Agency and hope through her good offices to obtain a

speaker for an Ashtav Seminar in May 2002 - in one of the towns that is presently undergoing a "healthcheck"

Copies of this document, ref: CA 26, plus the Q & A Sheet may be obtained by ringing the Countryside Agency

on 01242 521381, or by visiting their website at www.countryside.gov.uk

November was an extraordinary month if the collection of Conference leaflets is anything to go by. These

include:

> Revitalising Town Centres through the Arts - Gargrave, N.Yorkshire - 17 November

> Faith Hope and Strategy - Civic Trust, Regent's College - 21 November

> Delivering Local Cinema - British Film Institute - Nottingham - 23 November

> Local Distinctiveness for Economic Competitiveness - EHTF - Chester - 23/24 November

> Managing Traffic in Town Centres - Landor Conferences - Birdcage Walk London - 30 November

Should you wish to obtain information/conference papers/reports on any of these events, please contact Gill

Smith on the HelpDesk 01926 400717. We will attempt to put you in touch with the correct organisation.

GREEN SPACES - National Lottery Funding of over £12m. is to be available for communities who wish

to create new green spaces, or revive existing ones. Any community wishing to register an interest should

contact Jim Langridge at the Countryside Agency on 0121 233 9399 (e-mailjim.langridge@countryside.gov.uk

NEW RIGHTS OF APPEAL - Home owners may be given new rights of appeal against developers

under a government proposal to create an environmental court ofjustice. The House of Commons Environ

ment Committee which has studied the DETR Report, prepared by Prof. Malcolm Grant, head of the

Department of Land Economy at Cambridge University, has thrown its weight behind the proposal to allow

third parties the right to mount an appeal - to challenge a decision to grant planning permission. This move

follows concerns that Britain's planning/appeals system is illegal under the new human rights legislation. We are

endeavouring to persuade a person of influence to speak to us on this matter at our AGM in October.
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THE INSPECTOR SAYS..,

The following extracts are drawn from the Planning Press and are examples of recent appeals decisions. Members are

advised to follow up in more detail cases that they think may be useful to them. We are only able to give a brief outline.

SEVENOAKSDC: The DC rejected a 2,600

sq.m. warehouse, in green belt, next to a trading

estate. They were supported by the Inspector,

despite high quality design, sustainability and

landscaping and danger of relocation of business,

because of harm to landscape and encroachment.

T/APPG2245/A/99/1015773/P7

BLABY DC: Retirement village (90 bungalows:

80 bedroom care home etc. on edge of village of

Sapcote) called in by Sec. of State. DC was

minded to approve this application. Leics. CC.

objected that it was counter to the Structure

Plan. Inspector agreed it would have an "urban

ising effect", but said landscaping could improve

it and that the benefits of local service improve

ments and employment could outweigh country

side issue.

EMP/2405/220/15

TEINBRIDGE DC: (Agricultural tie) DC wished

to keep the tie. Inspector dismissed an appeal

against it, saying that the reduced land could be

joined to other land and the house price did not

reflect the tie.

T/APP/P1133/A/99/1018449/P4

ROTHERDC: Erection of nine houses. LPA

refused because of effect on appearance ofAONB

and on neighbours' privacy. Inspector agreed

that a local shortfall of sites does not override

these factors.

T/APP/U1430/A/99/1019716P2

SOUTH BUCKS DC: Application for Listed

Building Consent for alterations to George

Hotel. DC turned this down because of special

interest and setting of the building. Inspector

agreed the changes would cause serious harm

and loss to the C.A.

T/APP/N0410E/98/1014250/PZ

CITY & DIST. OF ST. ALBANS: Care home for

elderly. District opposed application for 60 bed

home by CC on a site targetted for school

pitches. District had made no move to purchase

or fund this need and the County offered to pay

for this elsewhere.

Allowed.

MID SUSSEX DC: Appeal against enforcement

action against golf club's use of a restaurant as a

place of public entertainment. Inspector agreed

with DC that this was a change of use.

Dismissed.

T/APP/D3830/C/98/1011366-7

WEST DORSET DC: An application to renew

outline planning permission at Thorncombe

(Ashtav member) was rejected by the DC who

were supported by the Inspector because the

council's adoption of sustainable development

policies in a new plan outweighed the extant

permission.

T/APP/F1230/A98/1011887/P

STROUD DC: DC rejected 8 houses and garages

because of harm to character and appearance of

Berkeley. Inspector agreed about loss of urban

woodland and wildlife habitats. Dismissed.

T/APP/C1625/A/99/1017363/P5
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OUR DATA BASE & WEB SITE

Dan Wild of the Henley-in-Arden Society, who joined the Committee in 1999, has been frustrated at the

slow progress of our Web Site. However, your swift response to his letter should alter all that:

Dear Member,

The decision to "Go-E" was easier than its implementation. We apologise that progress has been slow

whilst we have thought about the Web Site and how to make it's content useful to you, our members.

Ourfirst considerations have been to recognise :

□ that accessing a web site is not as easy as opening a paper document

□ therefore Web sites have to be more useful and interesting than documents to be effective.

There ts almost no limit to the amount ofinformation that can be published. Our archive material could be

available at the touch ofa button. The E- Version ofASHTAVNews could be edited and changed as news

breaks. Much ofthe information can be interactive - the Interactive content being Member's responses.

Many Members see the Web Site as a valuable shop windowfor their Society, its aims and objectives. We

already have somefascinating Member Profiles. This can be expanded to cover: Town Trail, Town Map,

Britain-in-Bloom, Town Web Site, the Society's current Newsletter, Forthcoming Events, Local Heritage

Centre, etc. - either through the Member's, or associated bodies, written suibmission or by Hyperlink to

another Web Site. These Member Pages are currently only categorised geographically. Members also have a vast

amount ofinformation and experience which could usefully be pooled. Some can recommend speakers, some have

experiencefighting retail parks, some are interested in exchange visits with other societies. A sophisticated data

base can pinpoint out this information on request. As members complete the Questionnaire, we will assemble a

huge knowledge base which will become increasingly useful as it grows year on year. Just clicking on a topic,

say "recommend speakers " will produce a list ofMembers prepared to make recommendations. A second click

onto the Member ofyour choice brings up the Member Page, with contact information plus, we hope, a photograph

tofacilitate a suitablyfriendly approach. A draft Memberpagefor my town/society is attached as an example.

Eventually we plan to up-load database onto the website, butfor the time being it will be accessiblefrom the

Help Desk (01926 400717) orfrom me via e-mail.

"The Inspector Says ..." is the next candidatefor categorisation, so that suitable precedents can be brought

up onto the screen through a similar search mechanism.

IfMembers would complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to me by Royal, or E-mail, I will enter

it into the database. Ifyou would like your photograph or drawing returned, please indicate accordingly.

Much of the information useful to Members is in the hands ofFriends ofASHTAV, please do not be reticent in

completing the relevant portions ofthe questionnair. Individuals have much to contribute.

I lookforward to completing the data base - and having the information available to members - readyfor theSpring.

Yours sincerely, DAN WILD-danwild@cwcom.net
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

A Membership Renewal Form appears on the reverse of this reminder

We do hope that those of our members who have received our Newsletters and participated

in our programme of Seminars and Events will decide to continue to give us their support.

It would assist us greatly if you would pass the Membership Renewal Form to your Treasurer
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ASHTAV OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE

JOHN ALEXANDER - CHAIRMAN

EDWARD WESTON - VICE CHAIRMAN

TONY WOOD - HON.TREASURER

GILL SMITH - HELPDESK

ROGER FRANCE - HELPDESK ADVISER

JOHN BISHTON - MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

DAN WILD - IT/WEB MASTER

ANNE LOCK - EVENTS ORGANISER/ASHTAV NEWS

DAPHNE WYATT RICHARD RAYNSFORD

Vice Presidents

MISS SHEILA WOOD, CBE

DR. HERBERT LANE

TO CONTACT ANY OFFICER PLEASE TELEPHONE THE HELPDESK - 01926 400717

HELP NEEDED HELP NEEDED HELP NEEDED HELP NEEDED

Chipping Campden Police Station is no longer required by their local police force and members are seeking

to keep the building in the public domain for community uses. However, they would not wish it to become

an ongoing loss maker. Does any member have any experience of this type of project? Is it possible for

such a small scale project to be self-supporting? They wish to balance their books without a continual

subsidy via the annual precept? Possible mix of uses community/commercial/residential. Answers please!

Subscription Rates:

Groups: under 100 members/population under 1,000 £15

100/500 members/population 1,000/5,000 £25

over 500 members/population over 5,000 £35

Individual Friends £10

Associates by negotiation

GROUP(G)/ INDIVIDUAL FRIEND (F) NAME.

ADDRESS FOR RECEIPT

TELEPHONE NUMBER: E-MAIL:

ADDRESS FOR NEWSLETTERS IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE:

FEE ENCLOSED: £ DATE:

Please send all subscriptions to John Bishton, c/o 1 Post Office Lane, Corsham, Wiltshire, SN13 OHJ


